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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a major neurological disorder causing dementia in the elderly. Because the causes of AD are not known, there is no real treatment for this disorder. However, a number of risk factors have been associated with AD. Among these factors, a family history of AD is most significant. An inverse association between non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) use and AD has been previously demonstrated in several epidemiological studies. Here the potential use of NSAIDs as a protective measure for individuals in high risk groups is suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Dementia is an age-related disorder. It has become a major health problem because of the worldwide increase in the elderly population, especially those 80 years of age or older. This increase in the elderly population presents a serious health problem for Canadians. According to the 1991 census 13.8% (3,157,500) of the Canadian population are aged 65 and over (1). Among this population, the prevalence of dementia was estimated to be 8.0% (252,600) (2). It was suggested that if the prevalence estimated remains constant, the number of Canadians with dementia will rise to 592,000 by the year 2021 (2).

Failure to learn and loss of analytical ability are the neurological signs of dementia. Patients are alert and attentive to a given task but fail because of memory deficits. Due to these neurological dysfunctions, people with dementia lose the ability to work and to manage their daily lives.

Many different conditions have been associated with dementia. The most prevalent causes of dementia are Alzheimer's disease (AD) and vascular dementia (3). In the Rotterdam study (4), AD accounts for about three quarters of all cases of dementia. There is at present no treatment for AD, although nerve growth factor and cholinergic analogs have been used in attempt to reduce the cholinergic neuronal death and to restore cholinergic function. Present interventions are mainly aimed at maintaining skills and reducing behavioral disturbance by using programmes including cognitive training or environmental redesign as well as caregiver training (5).

Although the causes and the mechanisms of AD are still unknown, a great amount of work has been devoted to identifying major risk factors associated with AD. As discussed below, epidemiological studies, as well as genetic studies, have demonstrated that certain conditions could predispose individuals to AD (6-9).

Recent case-control and population based studies (10, 11) suggest the potential use of anti-inflammatory drugs in the prevention of AD. Due to the lack of treatment for AD, possible prevention or delaying development of AD will provide hope for individuals in high risk groups.

In this paper, the risk factors associated with AD will be presented. The potential of NSAIDs in preventing AD in high risk individuals will be discussed.

RISK FACTORS OF AD

Both genetic and epigenetic factors have been suggested to be risk factors associated with the development of AD.
1. Genetic hypothesis

There is now strong evidence for the association of genetic factors with AD. The tendency of clustering of AD patients among close relatives has been reported in many studies (8, 9). Case-control studies have shown a significant association between the presence of dementia among first-degree relatives and AD (12). Not all AD patients, however, had such familial aggregation. Nevertheless, patients with an earlier age onset of AD are more likely to have relatives with AD than are patients with a later age onset of the disease (13). It has been suggested that an onset of age 70 be used to differentiate individuals whose relatives were at higher risk from those whose relatives were at lower risk (13).

Three genetic loci have now been identified that predispose to AD: AD1 on chromosome 21, AD2 on chromosome 19 and AD3 on chromosome 14 (14). A small percentage of individuals suffering from familial AD are known to possess mutations in the gene encoding a protein known as the amyloid precursor protein or APP. These mutations are autosomal dominant and are localized on chromosome 21 (15). It has long been recognized that another genetic abnormality, Down syndrome (trisomy 21), is closely associated with early and severe development of AD neuropathology (16). A larger percentage of patients with familial AD are found to have a specific locus on chromosome 14 (7). This gene has recently been identified and it encodes a protein with multiple putative transmembrane domains. However, the physiological function of this protein is not yet known.

The majority of AD is non-familial and is of late-onset or sporadic form. It is now recognized that possession of one or two copies of the E4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene, which is located on chromosome 19, is a risk factor for this form of AD (17, 18). However, it should be noted, however, that the apolipoprotein E gene is not a disease locus (i.e. specific mutations in this gene do not cause AD).

The association of apolipoprotein E gene with AD has been challenged by one study (19). In this study, the prevalence of apolipoprotein E gene was examined in both AD and non-AD dementia patients. The results suggested that the E4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene is not unique to AD and that the importance of this gene as a risk factor for AD should therefore be reconsidered.

2. Environmental risk factors

Genetic factors alone cannot account for all cases of AD. Environmental risk factors may also play a major role. There is evidence that head trauma could be a contributory factor. An history of head injury was found in 20% of the familial AD and 43.5% of sporadic AD cases compared to only 2.9% in control group (20). Based on these results, the authors hypothesized that head injury was more common among AD patients without a genetic risk for the disease (20). On the other hand, severe headache and smoking have an inverse relationship with AD (21, 22).

Although aluminum toxicity has not been ruled out as a contributory factor, there is little evidence for a causal link. Experimental studies have demonstrated an aluminum-induced chronic myelopathy in rabbits and the development of neurofibrillary lesions after low-dose aluminum administration in cell culture (23). Other evidence in support of aluminum as a risk factor for AD has been inconsistent (24-27).

Recently, studies have shown an inverse relationship between levels of education and the prevalence of dementia and AD. In a survey in China, the prevalence of both dementia and AD decreased from 6.9% in illiterate persons to 1.2% in those with over 6 years of education (28). Similar results have been reported in other studies (4, 29, 30, 33). Katzman hypothesized that education can result in decreased risk of AD (31). However, this hypothesis has not received full support. Cobb et al. (32) suggested that while incidence rates were significantly elevated for AD and non-AD dementia among the least educated, low educational attainment, after age adjustment, was not a significant risk factor for the incidence of general dementia or of AD.

Some retrospective studies have reported an association of Parkinson's Disease (PD) with AD (34). A recent prospectrive cohort study concluded that patients with PD, especially those with severe extrapyramidal signs, have twice the risk for the development of dementia than control subjects (35).

3. Other risk factors

A history of depression and other psychiatric disorders has been suggested as a risk factor for dementia, especially for AD (54). It is generally accepted that the age-specific incidence of AD is higher in females than in males. Hypothyroidism has also been suggested as a strong risk factor for AD (55).

On the other hand, rheumatoid arthritis (9) and smoking (22) seem to reduce the risk of developing AD. It is possible that the decreased risk of AD among smokers might be due to the potential action of cigarette nicotine on nicotinic receptors in the central nervous system (36, 37). The inverse relationship of arthritis and AD, which will be mentioned later, may imply a protective role of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), since NSAIDs are widely used in arthritis patients.

In summary, among the many factors associated with AD, a strong family history of dementia is a risk factor for AD, even though the majority of AD is of non-familial form. Education, arthritis and smoking have been found to reduce the risk of AD.
A significant inverse association of anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs and corticosteroids) and AD was recently reported in a preliminary co-twin control study (10). Following this report, at least two articles have been published in support of the possible protective roles of NSAIDs in AD (11, 38). Earlier evidence in support of an inverse relationship between anti-inflammatory drugs and AD included the low prevalence of AD among patients with arthritis (9, 39), as mentioned earlier. Jenkinson et al. (39) reported that only two cases of rheumatoid arthritis cases were found in 96 patients with AD senile dementia, while 12 rheumatoid arthritis cases were found in the same number of controls. The subjects in this study were all aged over 65 years. The relative risk for AD in NSAID users was estimated to be 0.38 compared with all non-users (11). The protective effects of NSAIDs for AD as well as on the cognitive impairment of patients clinically diagnosed with AD (38) suggest that these medications may serve as important interventions to prevent or delay the onset of AD in people who are in high risk groups.

1. Rationale for using anti-inflammatory drugs

Recent evidence has indicated that activation of inflammatory and immune mechanisms accompanies the degenerative process of AD. A characteristic histological hallmark of AD is the presence of senile plaques, consisting of degenerating neurites and amyloid plaques in the brain. A complement-mediated inflammatory response has been reported at both diffuse amyloid plaques and degenerating neurites in AD brains (40-42). This was suggested to represent an early stage in plaque development (41). These acute inflammatory changes are proposed to result in the development of AD pathology or they may be the result of the degenerative process (43). One major component of senile plaque is amyloid b protein, a proteolytic fragment of amyloid precursor protein (APP) (41, 44). It was suggested that APP itself may be an acute phase protein, a normal serum protein whose expression is dramatically influenced by interleukin-1 (IL-1) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) during acute phase response to inflammatory activity (45). As primary mediators of the acute phase response, cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor, have been implicated as being involved in the pathophysiology of AD (46, 47).

Chronic inflammatory reactions, such as the accumulation of reactive microglia, which are the predominant inflammatory cell population in the central nervous system, have been observed in senile plaques (41, 48). These microglia are antigen-presenting cells which express class II major histocompatibility antigen HLA-DR (49, 50). Microglia have demonstrated immunoreactivity to IL-1 and tumor necrosis factor (50).

The presence of acute phase proteins, cytokines, complement and microglia in amyloid plaque, which are usually seen during the immune response, suggests that inflammatory processes might be responsible for the pathophysiology of AD. Based on this theory, therapeutic intervention with anti-inflammatory drugs should alter or slow down the neurodegenerative process in AD.

2. Potential impact of NSAIDs on AD

Because no curative treatment for AD is available at the present, the potential use of NSAIDs in preventing or delaying the development of AD could become a useful intervention for populations at high risk, such as individuals with a strong family history of AD. Preventive use of NSAIDs in these high risk individuals might reduce the prevalence of AD when these individuals enter elderly age (80 years or over). Let us assume that Andersen’s (11) relative risk of 0.38 for AD in NSAIDs users compared with non-users could be applied to the Canadian population. By using NSAIDs as a preventive intervention, the prevalence of AD could be reduced to 1.5% in those aged 65 and over, compared with the prevalence of 5.1% of AD in the same population group without the intervention (2). Indeed, sustained use of NSAIDs was reported recently to be associated with delayed onset and reduced risk of AD among siblings at high risk of AD (51).

3. Future studies

Early studies attempting to establish the preventive role of NSAIDs in AD were mainly using retrospective methods (11). Even in cohort studies, population samples consisted of patients who were clinically diagnosed as having probable AD (38). To evaluate the protective effects of NSAIDs in high risk groups, prospective cohort studies will provide stronger evidence from which to draw a conclusion. The first step in the evaluation process is to identify subjects with a strong family history of AD. Because familial AD has the tendency of early onset, these individuals have a high risk to develop AD by age 50. Therefore, it is ideal to follow these individuals before they reach age 50. The second step is to randomly divide the subjects into two groups, the treatment group who will be given NSAIDs as a preventive measure and the non-treatment group who will receive placebo treatment. Alternatively, the treatment group could be the subjects who are willing to take NSAIDs and the non-treatment group are those who are not willing to take NSAIDs. The cognitive functions of the two groups could be assessed blindly over the years by a specialist. A significantly lower incidence rate of AD in the NSAIDs treatment group compared to the non-treatment group would support a preventive role for NSAIDs in the development of AD. Although it would take some time before the preventive role of
NSAIDs could be confirmed by such cohort study, the potential protective role of NSAIDs could at least provide individuals at high risk some hope or a choice in controlling the quality of their future life.

4. Cautions with NSAIDs

As a prophylactic measure to prevent AD or delay the progress of AD, chronic administration of medication would be required. Although NSAIDs have fewer systemic toxic effects than corticosteroids, the known adverse effects of NSAIDs are still serious drawbacks for routine use of these drugs as a prophylactic measure.

Gastrointestinal side effects, such as gastric upset, abdominal pain, gastrointestinal hemorrhage and pancreatitis have been well documented for NSAIDs use. NSAIDs can also cause serious renal dysfunction. Acute renal failure in children (52) and acute interstitial nephritis (53), as well chronic renal insufficiency (53) have been reported with NSAID use.

It is important to consider the pros and cons of NSAID use to prevent AD in potential AD patients. It is therefore necessary to examine the risk factors related to each individual. As suggested in this paper, only populations at high risk should be considered as candidates in using these drugs as preventive means. The severe adverse effects of NSAIDs on gastrointestinal and renal function dictate that periodic follow up for chronic NSAID users.

CONCLUSION

AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease. The main interventions at the present are palliative management. Only recently has the inflammatory pathophysiology of AD been revealed by cellular and molecular studies. From the emerging studies of the past five years regarding NSAIDs and AD, we may soon understand the mechanisms by which NSAIDs prevent AD progression.
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